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Procedures for converting urinals to waterless 
 

Step 1: Check and, if necessary, rectify waste pipe configuration 

1. If urinal waste pipes are split or showing other significant signs of deterioration, replace with new pipework. 

Copper pipes should, ideally, always be replaced with plastic ABS as the copper reacts with uric acid in urine to 

form a hard copper sulphate compound contributing to blockages. Similarly, metal traps should be replaced with 

plastic wherever possible and with the client’s permission. 

2. Ensure there is a minimum of 4 degree fall on the waste run before connection to the stack, to allow gravity to 

drain the waste through the pipework. 

3. Where waste pipes are at a 90 degree angle, fit an access cap for maintenance access unless already present. 

 

 

Step 2: Clear waste pipes: 

Unless the waste pipes are new, perform a full mechanical descale with electrical rodding through equipment to remove 

limescale and debris from the urinal run to the stack. If stack pipes heavily scaled and need attention, alert appropriate 

person on site. 

 

 

Step 3: Fit Waterless Cartridge 

1. Place bucket under urinal 

2. Remove existing waste outlet by undoing the holding nut that connects the outlet to the bowl. 

3. Remove old sealing compound from around the drain of the bowl and clean surfaces. Also clean the underside of the 

bowl. 

4. Apply suitable sealant (e.g. “plumbers mate”) to inner lip of new waste outlet provided by Gentworks, then push 

outlet into urinal bowl 

5. Under the urinal bowl, secure the waste outlet with rubber sealing washer and then the backnut, both of which are 

provided by Gentworks. Thread backnut to bottom of bowl until hand tight. 

6. Whilst holding the outlet stationary, tighten the backnut with suitable pliers one complete turn. 

7. Remove excess sealant around the waste outlet from the inside of the bowl. Use a Stanley knife for plumbers mate, or 

a cloth for silicon sealant. 

8. Fit trap (preferably new) to waste outlet and waste pipe. 

9. Carefully pour two litres of warm water into the bowl, without spillage onto the floor, then check underneath for 

leaks. 

10. If there is no need to rectify any leaks, insert waterless urinal cartridge. Note that there is a lug on the outlet that fits 

into a recess on the cartridge. The lug and the recess will have to be lined up for the cartridge to fit flush into the 

bowl. 

11. Clean the bowl surfaces with the cleaning solution provided, including underneath the bowl and around the trap. 

 

 

Step 4: Stop flushing and attend to dead legs 

1. Turn off water supply to urinals. If required by client, follow dead-leg procedure below: 

2. Trace along the water supply pipes from the urinal cisterns to the nearest “tee” joint and then isolate the water 

supply by closing the nearest service valve or “stop-tap” below the “tee” joint. This may temporarily stop the water 

supply to other facilities. 

3. With water supply isolated, sever the water supply pipe spur to the urinal cisterns as close as possible to the “tee” 

joint and install an additional isolation valve and end stopper. 

4. The service valve below the “tee” joint can then be reopened to restore water supply to other facilities. 

 


